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The Welcome Warmth
of the Rising Sun

andy Woolsey and Yoshimi Woolsey

live in separate residences in the town

of Kasama in the Ibaraki prefecture
of Japan. Ibaraki, on the Pacific coast ofthe
island of Honshu, is just two hours away
from Tokyo on the express train. In contrast

ro Tokyo's cramped concrete, Kasama's
combination of greenery, scenery, and spa-
ciousness is literally a breath of fresh air.

Kasama, with over 175 kilns, is a town
known for its pottery. Although the nearby
town of M ashiko is more famous as a pottery
centre, Kasama is quietly solidifying its own
reputation. Work from the area is known as
"Kasarna ware," and the town is in the
process of constructing a million dollar ce-
rarnjc research centre that will focus on
reaching and research into new clays and
glazes. About 250 years ago. potters came to
the Mashik€EKasarna area for thc clay, but
now rhe local potters obtain their materials
from pottery supermarkets that carry clays
from all over Japan.

Sevcraj Shops in Kasama sell Randy
Woolsey's work on a regular basis. On the
day I visited, Woolsey picked me up at the
train sranon, and then wc went by a shop in
order to deliver some of his new work for a
small solo exhibition. TLC shop has a space
set aside ro highlight the work of individual

BY SUSAN CLARK

potters like Woolsey, as well as a general
display area for other one-of-a-kind works.
In the back, there is also an area with
numerous small dishes for everyday use.

I was pleasantly surprised when Woolsey
picked me up in a classic Mercedes sedan
and immediately took the car as an indica-
Lion that he is able to make a good living as
a potter in Japan. I later discovered that my
reading of the situation was not quite accu-
rate. Woolsey is making a comfortable liv-
ing, but his Mercedes was not expensive.
Costly annual safety inspections are manda-
tory for any vehicles over eight years old, so
the Japanese regularly sell or give away their
old cars and buy new. As a result, the market
for used cars is very soft in Japan. In any
case, it was delightful to see a craftsperson
displaying any sign of prosperity.

Originally from Cupar, Saskatchewan,
where his mother and brother still live.
Randy Woolsey first established ties with
Japan twenty years ago when he and Yoshimi
were newly married, The couple lived for
many years in Ruddcll, a small Prairie town
wherc they made and marketed their crafts,
and they have one son, Justin, who is now a
college student in Vancouver. Although

Randy Woolsey has worked as a potter in
Canada, he in fact received most Of his
training in pottery in Japan and has now
been living in Kasama for over six years.

Despite being a foreign artist, Woolsey
h.us been very much a part of the pottery
revival in Kasama. When he constructed his
first kiln nearly twenty years ago, it was only
the seventh or eighth to be built in the town.
Now about to turn fifty, Woolsey describes
himself as a sporadic worker but notes that
he has "had a good year, with my work going
well. In the last year, things have reallycome
together. To simply work is important, to
take the hard way if that's what's necessary."

Doing things the hard way, if that's
wha t's necessary, counts for Randy Woolsey.

That is why he recently did some wood
firing, though the process required looking
after the kiln day and night for five days.
Wood firing is an expensive process that not

only involves intensive labour but also re-
suits in a lot of broken work. Until last year,
Woolsey's work was getting much brighter

(he was even using blues). More recently,
however, Woolsey has been focusing on salt

and natural ash glazes, firing his work in a

modified two-chamber climbing kiln that

he built himself. Over the past twenty or so

years, Woolsey has become very experi-

enced in kiln construction. Although most

Japanese potters purchase gas or electric

kilns, a number are interested in Woolsey's

ongoing building projects and often bring

their friends to see his setup.
Woolsey makes a full range Of pottery

forms, but his work that sells the best in

Japan includes sake cups and tea bowls,

water containers, and other special ceramic

pieces for the tea ceremony, a ritual that lies

at the heart of the Japanese culture. In the

relatively homogeneous society of Japan,

everyone is aware of the meaning of the tea

ceremony and the significance of the cer-

emonial utensils. Woolsey says that he wants

to continue to concentrate on traditional
Japanese work for the next couple of years.

Things have evolved, both technically and

aesthetically," he says with confidence. "I've

evolved a palette of effects that are in many

ways mine.

The gift-giving tradition is exceptionally

active in Japan, and there are several rimes

throughout the year when the Japanese

THE WELCOME WARMTH OF THE RISING SUN

have a social obligation to give gifts. Hand-

made ceramic works are considered appro-

priatc for almost any occasion. A gift recipi-

ent would almost certainly recognize a ce-

ramic piece from the Mashiko/Kasama area,
wh ich features many attractive pottery shops

that cater to the gift-giving tradition.
Special custom-made wooden boxes are

constructed for each major ceramic piece,

and the artist then signs his or her name in
calligraphy on the top of the box. Inside the
box, the work is wrapped in a piece of fabric.

with yellow-orange fabric being reserved for
the most valuable pieces. The boxes are very

attractive and make gift giving very easy,
especially ifyou know that someone collects
a certain potter's work or work from a
certain co-op or regton.

Randy Woolsey has earned wide respect
among Japanese potters for his unique and
recognizable work. His pottery is marketed
as work by a foreigner, that much is evident

just in the name of the artist displayed
alongside the work. Woolsey signs the spe-

cial wooden boxes built for his pieces with

his Romanized signature and says that to do

otherwise would be misleading.
It may seem ironic that Woolsey's best-

selling work is designed for the Japanese tea

ritual, but the fact is, Woolsey has managed

to situate himself, through good reputation

and happenstance, in an enviable position
in the broader ceramics market. The Japa-

nese can not only be very wary but also
sometimes very admiring of foreign wares,

which can carry great cachet if they are
exclusive and expensive.

Shops in Japan buy handmade pottery

outright and then sell the work with about
a hundred percent mark up. Woolsey's larger,

one-of-a-kind pieces sell for about 60,000
yen each, or about $800 Canadian. Woolsey

is quick to point out, however, that things

have changed considerably since Japan's

thriving bubble economy burst a couple
years ago, noting that his lower priced work

now sells more quickly than his more expen-

sive pieces. Every year, Kasama has a pottery

festival during "Golden Week," a time dur-
ing the spring when the Japanese tradition-

ally make visits to their home towns. The
festival, which this year attracted about
70.000 tourists and visitors, is just one of
several big marketing opportunities for pot-

tery retailers in the area.

"l don't think I would have evolved the
same or as quickly in Canada- There's more

healthy competition, and pottery is big busi-
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ABOVE LEFT Randy Woolsey outside a
shop in Japan that carries his work.
ABOVE RIGHT Yoshimi Woolsey sitting on
her front step.
OPPOSITE Randy Woolsey's walk-in kiln.

ness in Japan. It spurs development," says

Woolsey. "With 170 other potters outside

your doorstep, you're aware of the way your

stuff looks in a shop." Later, when discuss-

ing rhe difference in attitude to craft in
North America as compared to Japan.

Woolsey observes that people in Japan look

at craftspeople as if they "were doing some-

thing valid" and support their activities
purchasing and displaying their work.

Although Randy and Yoshimi Woolsey

have been divorced for several years now,

they still maintain a very amicable relation-

ship. Yoshimi lives a short drive away in her

own house and also has her own car. Teach-

ing English is her primarysource of income.

She gives private lessons twenty to thirty
hours a week, and she also used to teach at

a high school. Many Japanese like to study
English, with housewives and business peo-

ple being the most common adult students.

Teaching English used to be a way for
English-speaking foreigners to make good

FACTOR •
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money easily, bur competition in the larger
cities like Tokyo is very fierce. In the smallcr

Centres, it is easier to secure a position, and
if you speak both Japanese and Engltsh, you
can easily line up your own students and
organize your English teaching work as a
small business.

The cost of living in places like Mashiko
and Kasama is dramatically less than the
cost of living in the big cities. Yoshimi can
afford to mamtain a small but adequate
studio in Kasama where she paints on can-
vas and on paper and does installation work.
The studio is on an upper level of a small
offtcc building with wtndows that provide a
marvellous vie,v of the countryside.

"It's Impossible co sell my work, but it's
a way to express myself." says Yoshimi. "I
have the freedom to do whatever I want to
do. " •I-he pieces Yoshimi had on hand at her
studio were large scale works on canvas in
soft, warm, vivid pastel colours. with some
floating shapes, very lyrical in their form,
which Yoshimi explains as a focus on feel-
ing. A heart shape provides an off-centre
focal point in one of Yoshimi's works, which
generally have a warmth uncharacteristic of
most contemporary painting in Japan.

When she was in Saskatchewan, Yoshimi
Woolsey made her livjng by silk painting.
bur she says that. although there ts a marker

in Japan, she could not do two different
thirws ar the same time. Lack of a sulfi-
cicnrly large workspace with a warer source
is also a problem. Although Japanese people
might buy silk scarves and silk-painted ac-
cessories. real money is in hand-dyed
kimonos, which can run inro thc thousands
ofdollars. Kimono decoration requires many

years of apprenticcsh ip in a specialized work-

shop. It is particularly difficult a woman

to become a mastec, and therc are only a fav

foreign men who have become successful.

Japan has a very active paper-making

tradition, and Yoshimi herself has worked

with paper, often referred to as teashi, to
make her art. As wirh pottery, certajn areas

of towns and villages in Japan are dedicated

to paper making. The Japanese spend a lot
on fine papers and related goods. including
calligraphy tools and inks. Entire depart-
ment stores are dedicated to paper products,
including stationary, special cards. hand-
made papers, craft papers, albumsand bound

blank books, interior design papers, and re-
lated art supplies. In addition. the majority
of Japanese homes have some sliding paper
blinds or shoji instead of curtams. Although
the paper on the shoji is usually changed
once a year, keen traditionalists prefer to
change the paper twice, using lighter paper
in Summer and heavier in winter.

Unlike herex-husband. Yoshimi Woolsey
is interested in returning to Canada in the
near future. A recent graduate of the Bach-
Clor of Fine Arts program at the University
of Yoshimi would now like
to work towards a Master's degree in Fine
Art with a concentration on painting, and
she is keen on Montréal as a destination. In
Japan, just as in Canada, new art school
graduates have difficulty getting gallery ex-
posure. With the stiff competition to be
represented by a commercial gallery, emerg-
ing Japanese artists who can afford it com-
monly choose to rent a gallery space and
exhibit their own work for about a week at
a time. In fact, so many artists now show
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LEFT A selection of Randy Woolsey's
traditional tea bowls.

OPPOSITE Untitled Table ( 1994), mah
poplar, paint, by Garry Knox Bennett, Ted
Crossfield, Michael Hosaluk, Merryll Saylan,
Mark Sfirri, Doug Taylor. Produced at the
1994 Contemporary Woodturning and
Furniture Design Conference in Saskatoon.

their own work in Japan that it has become
extremely difficult for them to get noticed
outside of a close circle of contacts. Yoshimi
has exhibited in this way in the past and has
another exhibition planned for this winter.

My visit with Yoshimi was short because
she had to pack and get ready to fly to
Canada the next day. She was accompany-
ing a group of flower arrangers on a trip to
Toronto and would bc acting as an inter-
preter. Yoshimi herself practices flower ar-
ranging of the Sogetsu school and teaches
classes as well. Flower arranging, or Ikebana,
is an art studied by many Japanese women.
Each school of flower arranging is distin-
guished by certain formal rules and prac-
tices. The Sogctsu school, with its sculp-
rural approach to flower arranging, is con-
sidered a relatively modern Ikebana school.

Visitors from places like North America,
Australia, New Zealand, and England fre-
quently stay in Japan for a few years to
experience another culture and make some
money. Japan offers the foreigner many
absolutely fabulous experiences. There are
beautiful temples, shrines and palaces, ex-
quisite crafts, gorgeous gardens and scen-
ery. and nice polite people. The big cities
offer world-class sports events, concerts,
gallery exhibitions, and restaurants. On the
negative side, the foreigner is always obvious-

ly a foreigner, the big cities are crowded and

polluted, commuting is hellish, and eventu-

ally the rat race can get to you. Nonetheless,

I have talked with many foreigners who
have lived in Japan but who have since
returned home, and they always remember
their years here as an endless holiday, every-

thing was so easy.
My visit with Randy Woolsey and

Yoshimi Woolsey in Kasama was not unlike

day trips I have taken around Saskatchewan

to visit craftspeople and craft shops. The

biggcsr difference that strikes me is the sense

of play I feel here. The feeling is hard to

describe, but I think it stems from living in

a culture that values handmade Objects and

so enables many craftspeople to earn a com-

fortable living.

Susan M. Clark is a fibre artist who currently
works at the Electronic Dictionary Research

Institute in Tokyo. Her address is 2-8- I ,A0badai,

Meguro-ku, Tokyo 153, Japan.

Learning the Craft of
Collaboration

am not much of a risk taker in my
everyday life. I don't like fast cars, and

you won't find me diving into cold lake

water. In my work as a woodturner, how-
ever, I have always tended to leap in without

concern for rules or technical expertise. I

have never worried about how to do some-

thing. But, then again, I have almost always

worked alone.

The project was to be a series of articles,
a kind of "how to" intended to improve the
drawing and design skills and nourish the
creativity of craftspeople, primarily
woodturners, who have had little or no art

training. My writing partner and I were
both university-trained artists and we both
had had teaching experience. I was ready to

start work immediately, but my partner
wanted to know just what collaboration
meant before we started. What are the rules?

Who does what?

In retrospect, I suppose our partnership

was doomed from the start. The project
turned out to be extremely difficult, causing

confusion and disagreement, and when it

BY MERRYLL SAYLAN

was over, I was unsure of the problems I had

encountered: whether on a personal level I

could not work collaboratively, or if it was
the particular partnership in which I had

become entangled. In need Of some reflec-

[ion, I decided ro explore the subject further.

Collaborate. all of a sudden I seemed
confronted by the term everywhere. I was
scheduled to travel to Saskatoon to be one of

the demonstrators at the 1994 Woodturn-

ing and Furniture Design Conference, or-

ganized by Michael Hosaluk, who had de-

cided that the theme of the conference
would be collaboration. American Woodturner

had just published a series of articles on
collaboration, and other articles appeared.

It was like when you buy a car and all of a

sudden you notice how many other people

are driving the same make and model.

I wondered if collaboration was a new
movement and was reminded of reading I

had done in art school. Many historians feel

that style and artistic view are part of a

complex interaction between artists and the

society in which they hve. In Theories of
Modern Art (University of California Press,

1975), for instance, Herschel B. Chipp
provides an example of how the social and

cultural context in which we work affects

our art and how our art, in turn, can alter the

existing social and cultural context:

Gauguin's ideas, were elaborated upon

and given widespread dissemination

by a group of young painters who

revered him as their master. Soon the

essential conditions ofa "school" were

provided: a powerful and colourful
personality as the master, several in-

tellectually alert and devoted disci-

ples, an organized group to formulate

the theory, and an art school where

the ideas and the style were propa-

gated in the instruction.

In the 1950s, the artist also became the
college professor. Statements made by the

artist were given increasing legitimacy—a
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LEARNING THE CRAFT OF COLLABORATION
LEARNING THE CRAFT OF COLLABORATION

RIGHT Jardiniere (1993). clay. 45 centi-
metres in diameter, by Zach Dietrich and
Wendy Parsons.
OPPOSITE TOP Bugs & Thugs (1988), wood,

paint. 58 centimetres in diameter, by
Robert Dodge (painted design) and Mark
Sfirri (vessel design and production). Photo

courtesy of Mark Sfirri.
OPPOSITE BOTTOM Bench ( 1993), by Jane A.
Evans (handpainted and woven linen), Don

Kondra (bench design and construction;
Saskatchewan birch), and Michael Hosaluk

(painted designs).

process that was facilitated by the collection

and publishing of such statements by art

museums—and soon a large body of theory

was produced that continues to be elabo-

rated and revised to this day. The intellec-

tual climate in North America in the mid-
twentieth century supported the view that

art is the free expression of the complex
internal life of the sensitive artist/genius.
The idea that art is personal and self-expres-
sive has remained as a strong presence and
persistent influence and, unfortunately, has
led to a devaluation of more communal and
traditional ways of working.

In the San Francisco Chronicle Newspa-
per (September 21, 1994), the art editor
Kenneth Baker, in a piece entitled "Deflat-
ing the Myth of the Artist," reviewed an
exhibition of work by two artists, Drew
Beattie and Daniel Davidson. who work
collaboratively. In his review, Baker dis-
cusses the "notion that art is self-expres-
sion" and notes that viewers can hardly look
at a work without wondering who is behind
it. (l must admit that the idea of art as self-
expression has always seemed sensible to
me: I have always wanted people to see my
work as a way for them to know me better.)

Beattie and Davidson apparently sent work
back and forth through the mail, adding
and changing so that there is no way to
know whose identity is expressed in the
completed works. Baker says that the artists
are part of a "post-pop" movement that
seeks deliberately to deflate the image of the
self-sufficient "artist" and the myth of artis-
tic temperament.

And, in the Summer 1994 issuc of The
Craft Factor, porter Susan Robertson re-
viewed "Collaborations," an exhibition Of
ceramic pieces by Zach Dietrich and Wendy
Parsons, a couple from Moose Jaw,
Saskatchewan, who have produced a sub-
srantial body of collaborative work. Like
Beattie and Davidson, Dietrich and Parsons
work independently on che same pieces. In
a short discussion of the expectations cre-
aged by the title of thc exhibition, Robertson
infrirrns us that she looked up the word

"collaborate" and discovered that the word
means "'to work, one with another; cooper-
ate.' There is no doubt," Roberston contin-
ues. "that living and working in the same
environment would result in considerable
daily interchange and definite cooperation;
thus, in a broad sense, onc could accept
'collaboration.'

Although there seemed to be some com-
mon threads in the articles I was reading, I
must admit to some disappointment here: I
had thought I was becoming involved in a
singular activity only to find out I was part
of a movement. During and after the con-
ference in Saskatoon, I interviewed people,
sent letters, and came up with a few varia-
tions on the way collaboration works.

Collaboration frequently involves two or
more people with different skills working on
a piece together. But, to echo Susan
Robertson's concerns, is such a division of
labour a real collaboration or just a conven-
iencc? Is it different from an editor taking
your work and cleaning it up or rearranging
ideas? Is it different than when you job out
work because you don't have the tools or
knowledge ro do something? In an impor-
tant way it is, because in what / would call
"collaboration," the final product results
equally from everyone involved. Whereas a
collaborator who is dissatisfied with a par-
ticular piece can, in the last instance, simply

refuse to either sign it or give permission for
it to be shown or sold, the jobber's opinion
must give way to that of the designer/artist,
who is the final authority on what will be
produced and how it will look; in other
words, ifa jobber refuses to do the work, the
designer/artist can always hire a different
individual or firm. When someone works
with you equally and independently and
changes or adds to your work, their ideas
and their hand change the nature of the
piece, and the experience can have the
benefit of expanding your thinking, your
vision. Wendy Murayama told me that she

gave her students a collaborative assignment

and found it "very, very successful—[the
assignment] gave students a 'third eye,' new

insight into their work and the material."
If we accept a slightly more flexible defi-

nition of collaboration, however, we begin
to see that no work of art or craft is entirely

unique and self-expressive. Woodturner Del

Stubbs, for example, explains that, for him,

collaboration has existed all along in terms
of working with the personality of the ma-

terial, with his clients, and with existing
forms and traditions. In the Summer 1994
issue of The Craft Factor, Doug Haslam

describes the working method ofRon David

ofSidney, British Columbia, in similar terms,

noting that David "doesn't strive for origi-

nality" and that he prefers "to consider his

works as a series of collaborations between
all the craftspeople who have influenced

him." This is not a matter of stealing ideas;

rather. it is, in part, a process ofacknowledg-

ing the existence of and tapping into what

Peter Dormer in an article published in the

ceramics magazine contact (Autumn 1994)

calls "A Shared Symbolic Order":

The notion of a shared symbolic or-

der is easy to grasp: it refers simply to

the fact that if a society shares an

ideology or a religion or a set of aims

then you can evolve a visual language

that other people will recognise.„. A

shared symbolic order is a community

of values: you and your neighbours,

you and the nation, you and the
world believe in "X" and so you can

generate all kinds of images of X and

everyone will understand the images

and what the artist does with them.

Warning that "symbolic orders do not work

if they are too private," Dormer argues that

craft should provide alternatives to the "self-

indulgent" products of art and that crafts-

people should cultivate a social role by main-

raining traditional craft skills and by con-

sciously exploiting the symbolic resources of

their society. The social role of the craftsper-

son cannot, in Dormer's view, be cultivated

by craftspeople who are completely isolated

in their private studios and thoughts. In
other words, collaboration in craft may be

more important than many people think.

In my experience, craftspeople who col-

laborate generally tend to emphasize the

individual benefits of collaboration. Del
Stubbs, for example, notes that, after many

years of solitude working at his lathe. he has

particularly enjoyed the social contact that
has resulted from collaboration. Likewise,
Michael Hosaluk of Saskatoon acknowl-
edges that he has pursued collaborative
projects of various kinds largely as a way of
continuing relationships and buildi ng friend-

ships with people he has met at conferences
and other events.

At woodturning conferences, the kind of
collaboration that takes place is similar in
many ways to the technique of brainstorm-
ing, with its active energy, ideas tossed
around, quick decisions, and intuitive prob-
lcm-solving. "When the process works,"
says Hosaluk, "it can set you reeling in many
new directions.

Both Michael Hosaluk and Mark Sfirri,
whose collaborative work was exhibited in
"The Mark and Mikey Show," talk about
the need for trust—trust in each other, trust
in each other's work. And I found this to be
true. My experience collaboratingwith ocher
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woodturners at the Contemporary Wood-

turning and Furniture Design Conference

this summer was fruitful because I had great

respect in the people at the conference: I
trusted their ideas and what they might do

to a piece. Perhaps collaboration is as simple

as someone giving you the impetus, the
idea, the shove, the solution, to push your

work forward.
Do people work together primarily to

produce works they could not have pro-
duced alone, to stimulate new ideas in their

solo work, or simply to build a sense of
community? Is the renewed interest in col-

laboration a cultural sign of our times? In
talking to other artists and craftspeople, I
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did not find anyone who thought of them-

selves as part of a "Post-Pop" movement,

though if I had interviewed Beattie and
Davidson they might have spoken about

their work differently. In all, I came away
with renewed energv and excitement about

my work and lost any doubts I had had about

working in collaboration.

Merryll Saylan is well-known woodturner. dem-

onstrator, and freelance writer from California.

She has become a regular contributor to various

woodworking magazines around the world and

was a demonstrator at the 1994 Contemporary

Woodturnvng and Furniture Design Conference

in Saskatoon.



Collaboration in
Contemporary
Woodturning

BY MARK SFIRRI

y experience with collaboration
dates back to 1986 when I was

just getting back into woodwork-

ing aficr a long hiatus. The early eighties
were a burgeoning time in the furniture and

woodturning fields. Exploration of texture

and colour was resulting in substantial aes-

thetic changes. Many galleries began spe-
cializing in one-ooa-kind wood objects. I
was preparing for a solo show and wanted to

start exploring colour in my new work. As
time grew short, I realized that the experi-
mentarion required would take too long, so
I contacted Robert Dodge, a painter whose

work I admire, and asked if he would be
interested in painting some pieces. He was,

and the work we produced together marked

the beginning of a collaborative relationship
that lasted about six years.

The process was simple: I would design

and make a piece and Robert would paint it.
Robcrr created each object as a three-dimen-

sional canvas for his imagery and colours.
We talked only briefly and in general terms
about such things as the areas to be painted

or a client's colour preference. We did a
number of folding screens during that time
that wcrc very popular. I do not think I
would have ever made the screens had it not
bccn for Robert's insistence. I could sec how

a painter would like the idea, since a screen
provides the opportunity for a large tnp-
rych. but I did not at first see how the pro)ect
would be all that creative for a woodworker.

Once I overcame my initial reluctance, how-
ever, I found the screens were a lot of fun to
design and make.

Robert and I madc a number of pieces
over the years that were significant to my
arrisric development. bur we didn't learn
much about onc another's specialty. Al-
chough the work would not have been done
by cither of us individually, our collabora-
(ion does not seem to have had any influ-
ence on our individual work since.

In 1991. I was ready to go in a new
direccjon and work on my own. l.css than
one year later, Michael Hosaluk invited me

to the 1992 Woodturning Design and Tech-

nique Symposium in Saskatoon. I agreed to
attend, and the experience greatly affected
me and some of the other presenters. The
main presenters—Richard Raffan, Giles
Gilson, Del Stubbs, Michael Hosaluk and
I—were all more or less Boodturners (me
being the more or less), but our work was
diverse to say the least. Michael Hosaluk
had designed the workshops to allow and
encourage participation and collaboration,
and this arrangement resulted in a confer-
ence with an unusual focus. Instead of each
of us presenting our usual workshop material,
we started to explore some of the ideas we
discussed as part of our slide presentations.
In all of my years since college, the confer-
ence in Saskatoon was probably the single
largest creative jolt I have experienced.

Shortly after the conference, the five
presenters started on work for an exhibition
at Creations Gallery in Wilmington, Dela-
ware. Since we live long distances apart, we
had to ship the objects from one place to
another, from one person to the next, with-
out instructions. One of the interesting
things about the show was seeing thc fin-
ished work, since only the lasc person to
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work on a piece knew what it looked like.
Although the creative process was fragmen-
ted inro little pieces of time spent by differ-

enc people in different places, we man

to make about twenty collaborative pieces.

Shortly after that, Michael Hosaluk and
I began work on "The Mark and Mikey
Show" that was held at Sansar Gallery in

Washington, DC, in late 1993. Mike and I

met in my studio for a week to show each
other what we do and how we do it. This

arrangement enabled us both to make direct

suggestions and joint decisions about our
first collaborative pieces. What followed
was several months of working on addi-

tional pieces and shipping them off to one

another. One piece went back and forth
four times before it was completed.

This summer the Saskatchewan Craft

Council sponsored the Contemporary
Woodturning and Furniture Design Con-

ference. If the 1992 Conference was differ-
ent from the norm, the 1994 conference
was even more so. There was even less
evidence of the traditional rotation format
in order to allow for spontaneous collabora-
rive projects. We did not even discuss the
proposed projects until the first night of the

ABOVE LEFT Folding Screen (1 989),
mahogany. paint. by Robert Dodge (painted

destgns) and Mark Sfirri (screen design and
construction). Photo courtesy ofMark Sfirri.
ABOVE RIGHT Secretaire ( 1990), lacewood.
purple heart, paint, 107 centimetres in
height. by Robert Dodge (painted designs)
and Mark Sfirri (desk design and con-
struction). Photo courtesy of Mark Sfirri.
BELOW RIGHT Untitled Table (1994), by
Don Kondra, Jamie Russell, and Mark
Sfirri. Produced at the 1994 Contemporary
Woodturning and Furniture Design
Conference in Saskatoon.
OPPOSITE A selection of collaborative
work by Michael Hosaluk and Mark Sfirri.
from "The Mark & Mikey Show." Sansar
Gallery. Washington, DC.

conference. It was a whirlwind from early in

the morning until late at night. Merryll
Saylan and Michael Hosaluk supervised a

surface design area with a lot of participant

involvement. Del Stubbs and I conducted
some traditional ninety minute rotations
involving turning techniques, but we also

had a double session entitled "Del and Mark
Winging lt." Del started the session off by
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PROFILECOLLABORATION IN CONTEMPORARY WOODTURNING

saying chat we were going to make some-

thing char neither of us had made before.

This forced us to work together on some-

thing new in front of an audience. We made

several goblet samples and one finished

cherry martini glass using multi-axis centres

for the turning. An amanng amount of

high-quality collaborauve work was pro-

duced at the conference, and the work was

all donated to an auction to benefit rhe

Saskatchewan Craft Council.

Collaboration is a way to look ar what you

do in a different light. How someone else

chooses to ca.rve, cut up. decorate, or finish

your work can be eye openirv It can spark

new directions for your own work, whether

you are collaborating in rhe same field or nor.

Airhough collaborating requires trust to hand

over your precious work, ir can also provide

a way to salvage rejects, i.e., someone else

might see something interesting in whar you

consider a failure.
Friendships develop out ofthese creative

partnerships, but collaboration is nor With-

our its complications. Unless rhc collabora-

tors are geographically close. their shipping

and phone bills are bound to increase. Busi-

ness derails such as arranging for photogra-

phy, figunng the retail prices, deciding who

gets what, and keeping track of where pieces

are, go from bemg complicated but manage-

able to being lust plain complicated. and
deadlines have to allow for extra shipping

ome as well as two or more creauve processes.

To document noncollaborativc work,
one ordinarily has one or two slides of rhe

finished piece. With collaborative work,
however. having a slide upon completion of

each person's contribution offers a more

complete history of the object. This is one

more extension of the time required to
complete a project and is unfortunately
rarely done.

The issue ofwhosc idea is whose needs to

be addressed, but if you are afraid to share
your ideas for fear of losing them. you are

both limiting your own chances for devel-

opmenr and hindering the growth of your

ficld. The benefits Of collaboration, in my
experience, far outweigh the risks and in-

conveniences.

Mark Sf•rr' is a professor of Woodwork and
Design at Bucks County Community College.
Pennsylvania. and a frequent contributor ro varl-

ous woodworking magazines.
Stnce 083, Saskatchewan Craft (%uncil

has sponsored wries of highly successful
woodturning conferences in Saskatoon,
Saskatchewan. The 1994 entitled
n Conremporary WA! urn angand Furniture De

Sign." rook place ar MAST. Kelsey Institute, July

29 to August l.

ABOVE TOP LEFT Some Young Guys (1993). maple, paint. by Michael Hosaluk (turning)
and Mark Sfirri (cut out and paint). Photo courtesy of Mark Sfirri.
ABOVE TOP RIGHT Clock ( 1992). wood, paint, 5 1 centimetres in height, by Robert Dodge
(painted designs) and Mark Sfirri (clock design and construction), Photo courtesy Of
Mark Sfirri.
ABOVE BOTTOM Untitled Tressel Table (1994), recycled fir, by Garry Knox Bennett
Produced at the 1994 Contemporary Woodturning and Furniture Design Conference,
with the help of conference participants.
OPPOSITE TOP Two samples of Montana agate. Photo by Available Light, Regina.
OPPOSITE BOTTOM Sterling silver ring in the Hopi style, With two layers of silver,
decorated With representations of the rising, full, and setting sun (1991) and sterling
silver ring with garnet stone ( 1983), by Bill Gottschall. Photo by Available Light, Regina•
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The Lure of Lapidary:
Bill Gottschall

BY JEAN FAHLMAN

have the right hobby in the wrong place,- says Bill Gottschall.

a lapidary and metalworker from Regina who spends countless

hours cach year locating and unearthing gem stones, quartz,

crystal. and petrified wood. With the most useful types of rocks for

lapidary being almost nonexistent in Saskatchewan, Gottschall and

his wife Gwen "have covered the pacific northwest gathering

rocks. " The Gottschalis took their first trip to gather materials in the

early 1960s, driving to Washington and Oregon in a borrowed trailer,

and travel has now become an integral part of their craft business.

Bill Gottschall's craft has two main components: first. he has to

gather suitable materials; and second, he has to perform the actual

lapidary and metal work- In his quest for materials. Gottschall has

scraped through earth and sand, scaled mountainsides, and waded

in cold-water streams. This summer he spent five days working in

the Yellow Stone River in Montana looking for agate and petrified

wood. Other trips have involved working a mountain in Butte,

Montana, for quartz crystals, hunting in the Big Sandy Reserve and

searching the Blue Forest in Wyoming for petrified wood. and

travelling to Florida for coral and to Oregon for pink lirnb-cast rocks.

Gottschall's interest in rocks began with a boyhood interest in

collecting Native artifacts. His interest in metal work, which has led

to his work as a silversmith, was a progression from watching his

father, who was a blacksmith. Gottschall has long been a serious

craftsperson, but he also worked for many years at SaskPower. After

retiring in 198 3, Gottschall made a decision to expand his basement

shop to increase production and began marketing his work more

intensively at craft sales. The resulting business is a partnership

between Gottschall, who does the work ofhandling and shaping the

rocks and metal, and his wife Gwen, who has a talent for special

jewellery fittings, does the books for the business, and is a willing

companion when it comes to the task of gathering raw materials.

"You wouldn't want to dig crystals for a living—the work is far

too hard—but you start out having a hobby or craft and suddenly

it has you. It becomes almost a vocation. The rock work is a major

component ofour lives," Gottschall explains. "With retirement, the

important thing is not what you do but that you do it with great

commitment. This [lapidary] has been a tremendous interest for us,

and it represents a lifetime of learning. You can't retire and think
you can just start up. It requires years of apprenticeship."

Equipped with electric tumblers, buffers, sanders, saws, and
grinders, Gottschall's basement workshop is brimming with works

in various stages of completion. Silver rings wait to be soldered and

polished; garnets sit waiting to be shaped and set into icwellery;
rows of agate slabs are ready to be turned into wind chimes or sun

catchers; cut crystals await the final polishing; pails of cut metal pipes

are ready ro be assembled into wind chimes; pails of raw rocks are

queued up for their turn in the tumbler; and containers of polished

rocks abound. Gottschall has enough stock to open a rock store.
Even with his many trips to search for rocks. however, Gottschall

still purchases samples to add to his collection of materials. "I buy

the odd piece because it is so attractive, but mostly I want rocks I

can use," says Gottschall. "When you arc hunting rocks you have

4,

to be selective. because not all pebbles will polish.- In his basement

work area, Gottschall displays some of the extraordinary pieces he

has purchased or collected. including unusual pieces of limb-cast

agate that originally formed inside hollow trees, glistening quartz

formations. and petrified wood. Specialty items such as these can

be used cither as paper weights or simply as conversation pieces.

There are a few fundamentals in life: artistry, creativity, and

discipline." says Gottschall. "l think constantly of what I can do

better, and when you work creatively you are looking for things that

haven't been done before, I am not sure I am an artist who creates

things from my mind. I create things I can do on a repetitive basis.

but hopefully with some originality. I take the stone and reveal what

is inside and that is part of the discovery. I suppose my work is close

to Inuit stone art. Sometimcs I don't do much With a naturally
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work, which is his specialty. "Very few people arc self-sufficient.

They say I am self-taught," says Gottschall, "but people have shared

generously with me, and now I pass along some of the techniques.

Methods are passed from hobbyist to hobbyist. There are books to

follow, but they are difftcult sometimes to apply, so you experiment.

The next piece is always the best piece—that is the hope."

The Gottschalls attended their first craft show in Yorkton in
1973. and after a twelve hour day in their booth they had total sales

of only $173. But it was a start, and the couple have since shown

and sold Bill's work at major craft shows across Saskatchewan. The

work currently includes silver iewcllery, musical wind chimes made

of metal and rock, suncatchers with rocks, a wide variety of jewellery

settings with polished stones, and even polished stones, sometimes

called "rubbing stones" or "fidget rocks," that are prized simply for

their smooth, inviting surfaces and beautiful colours.

In addition to setting his sterling silver iewcllery with gem
stones, Gottschall stamps pieces with his registered trade mark and

a pattern. Gottschall produces custom metal stamps by grinding

punches down, and then, using several different points to complete

a design. he pounds each pattern in by hand. The imprints mainly

feature images from nature, including trees, leaves, wheat. and
mushrooms. "I work in two mediums, metal and stone, and I
sometimes feel I could go further by narrowing the direction."
admits Gottschall. "But at the same time it is so interesting to
explore the different directions."

"Unfortunately, rocks polish and grind much more quickly than

they can be marketed. That's why we attend I O to 12 markets a year
trying to get the rocks into the hands of people who admire them."

explains Gottschall. "People are curious about the materials and the
process, and having worked in the field for many years, I like to share

what I have learned with them. People come to craft shows to be
entertained, to be educated, and to buy. I think people buy two
things, the product and the background behind the product. You
commit yourself to the market and working with people. You talk
to them because you are interested and they are interested, but you

are not compelling them to buy. It is always a compliment when

people do buy your product, an affirmation, but I do this because

I elect to do this, not because I have to do it for a living.
ABOVE TOP A geode of Montana agate from Big Horn Canyon Although Gottschall continues to enpy cutting and polishing
(left). a Dry Head agate nodule (centre). and a Turitella agate preclous stones, he says that he does foresee some changes in his
from Wamsutter. VVyoming. Photo by Available Light, Reyna. work in the future. "In 1995," says Gottschall, "l see fewer markets
ABOVE BOTTOM Sterling silver bracelet with two pearls (1991) and I will do finer articles. I want to upgrade the collection of
and sterling silver pin With Montana agate stone (1991). by Bill extraordinary minerals. At my age, I can't carry on with the heavy
Gottschall. Photo by Available Light. Regina. product, so I have to lighten up." As Gottschall speaks, ninety

pounds of rocks are tumbling in his basement shop. Sometimes the
beautiful piece. For instance, I wouldn't do much with a piece of rubber-lined tumblers run full time for three months, soundlessly
petrified wood to change it." turning and turning the rocks to take off their rough edges.

Gottschall never tires of slicing rocks to discover the wonders In recent years, various concerns have emerged over the propnety
inside. The material Gottschall likes best is agate. which is from the of scavenging materials, making life more difficult for craftspeople
quartz family and is classified as a semiprecious stone. Each type of like Gottschall. "What was regarded as public domain is now almost
agatc has a distinctive interior pattern. Dendritic agate, for exam- under lock and key in the States," observes Gottschall. "They do not
plc, which is the most commonly available form Of agate, is favour mineral collectors going on public land to gather materials.
distinguished by an interior complex of dendrites, black snowflake- but at the same time there is rising interest in natural substances like
like deposits that providc enigmauc images for viewers to interpret. rocks which have formed an essential part of man's being since the
Jr takes approximately two and a half hours of cutting. grinding, very beginning. There are still wonderful places to gather rocks, and
sanding, and buffing to finish each slice. The finished slices arc used for people who like the outdoors, this hobby meets that need. It is
for personal items such as pendants and belt buckles or for larger delightful to be out there in the quiet with all that beauty
household picccs such as wind chimes and sun catchers. surrounding you. Sometimes it is just Gwen and I hunting for

In addition to honing his lapidary skills through years of material, but it is also nice to go out with a group of people
repetition and experimentation, Gottschall has also learned a great interested in hunting materials. I am not built to be a hermit." U
deal about rhe technical aspects of his craft by comparing notes with
other lapidaries and now willingly shares his knowledge by talking Jean Fahlman is a freelance writer with a strong interest in craft and a past
with interested people at craft shows and by teaching classes in slice contributor to The Craft Factor. She lives in Griffin, Saskatchewan.
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t is our pleasure to introduce the Saskatchewan Craft Council (SCC) touring exhibition. "Made
For a Cause." The theme for this exhibition was developed by the SCC's Exhibitions

Committee from discussions dating back to 1991. Charley Farrero. a member of the Exhibitions

Committee at the time, recalls that the original intention of the exhibition was to "stimulate the
craftspeople, getting them to reach beyond their normal frame of work, pushing them to focus

on the political, sociological, and/or ecological realm."

The curator who selected the works for "Made for a Cause" is Sandra Flood. who is currently

doing doctoral research into Canadian craft history and museum practice. This fall, Ms. Flood

was awarded a doctoral scholarship from the Department of Art Gallery and Museum Studies at

the University of Manchester, England.

We would like to thank Ms. Flood for her expertise and advice in helping to create "Made for

a Cause." Curated exhibitions of contemporary crafts not only help audiences to see connections

among the pieces on display but also enable them to make connections between contemporary

and historical objects, and Ms. Flood has done a commendable piece of work in both respects.

We would also like to thank the various galleries who are hosting "Made for a Cause" in
communities across Saskatchewan. Their participation will enable the Saskatchewan Craft

Council to provide the widest possible exposure for the visually exciting and conceptually

provocative work in "Made for a Cause" and thus to fulfil the Council's mandate to educate the

general public about craft.

Of course, the exhibition would not have been possible without the artists themselves, and we

thank them for allowing us to borrow and tour their work.

As well, we would like to thank our member volunteers, particularly the Exhibitions and

Gallery Committees, without whom the exhibition would, again, not have been possible.

Finally. the Saskatchewan Craft Council gratefully acknowledges the financial support of the

Saskatche,van Arts Board and the Saskatchewan Lotteries Trust Fund for Sport, Culture, and

Recreation.

—Don Kondra, Exhibitions Chairperson,

and Leslie Potter, Gallery/Exhibitions Coordinator



he Saskatchewan Craft Council
Exhibition Committee's intent in
proposing an exhibition called

"Made for a Cause" was to encourage

craftspeople to explore and express

specific political, social, moral, or
other concerns in their work. It may

be thought a sign of late-twentieth-
century angst that the cause is seen as

a "cause for concern" rather than a

"cause for celebration," and that for
some of the exhibitors this is an inte-

gral source of much of their work.
There is, however, a long history of

handcrafted objects being made for a

cause, objects which carry, implicitly

or explicitly, social, political, or reli-

gious messages and commentaries.
To say blithely that there is a long

history of handcrafted objects made

for a cause is to state both the obvious

and the obscure. Crafts as part of the

"decorative arts" have on the whole

been dismissed as merely functional

and decorative. It is the "fine arts"
which have been touted as the con-
ceptual arts, the carriers of ideas. In

fact, every object, whether painting

or pot, is embedded in a web of
concepts and conventions which de-

termines for what it is used, where,
how, and by whom. Primarily, but

not necessarily only, through its deco-

ration an object may carry another
level of ideas. A garland of flowers, a

pattern of oak leaves, or a king with
crown and sceptre decorating a plate

has nothing to do with the plate's
function as a vessel to contain food,
and although the exhortation "FEAR

GOD, FAST AND PRAY" inscribed

across a platter may bear some rela-

tionship to the platter's function, it
resonates far beyond.

Some experts argue that in tradi-
rional cultures decoration on every-
day objects was almost never without

meaning.' Even today in traditional
Australian Aboriginal creativity, "idle

decoration have become detached
from the social, economic, and politi-
cal histories of their times.

Although the works in "Made for
a Cause" arise from personal experi-
ence and through personal interpre-
ration, the causes are, whether we
agree with them or not, part of a
contemporary public pool of ideas,
aspects of which would be immedi-
ately recognisable to most people.
Just as we can only understand con-
temporary works by reading them
through the filter of current events.
so the key to recognising historical
works made for a cause lies in a
questioning eye and research beyond
the boundaries of craft per sc. Placed
in their original context, the pottery
platters inscribed "FEAR GOD,
FAST AND PRAY" and "BE NOT
HY [sic] MINDED BUT FEAR
GOD," made in or around London,
England, between 1630 and 1670,
become vibrant witness to an era of
religious ferment when the Bible was
translated into the common tongue,
when the hegemony of the Catholic
Church was ended and religious
power moved from state, church, and
priest to the household whether Roy-

alist or Parliamentanan, and when
the absolute supremacy of the king
was finally broken by however limited

a democracy expressed through a par-

liarnent—a situation found at that

time in only one other country in
Europe, the Dutch Republic. The

majolica plates decorated with oak

leaves or with a king also move from

pure ornamentation to a more politi-

cal stance when placed in their his-

torical context. After the English Civil

War, the beheading of Charles I and

the redistribution ofpower and wealth

during the Commonwealth, the de-

cision to recall a Stuart king, Charles

Il, however restricted his powers,
would have been a bitter political and

doodling, or the makmg of meaning-
By SANDU FLOOD

religious reversal for many. Thus the

less marks, is alien. "2 However, when gaily coloured majolica coronation

we look at work from outside our
immediate rime and culture, the significance of much
decoration, abstract or figurative, is partly or wholly lost

to us, The loss of meaning and context in the decorative

arts—those objects with roots in the European tradi-
tion—has been exacerbated by a history written in terms
of formalist description and pseudo-scientific categorisa-

non, weighted in favour of works attributed co a named
(and acclaimed) artist or manufactory, and aimed at the

limited interests of collectors. The objects and their

dishes and cups depicting Charles Il

would not have enjoyed the general sentimental popular-

icy of mass-produced memorabilia for the coronation of

Elizabeth Il but instead would have indicated a serious
political and ideological allegiance. a significant state-

ment not to be seen adorning every buffet. The oak leaf

patterned platters may have been a more discreet way Of

signalling royalist allegiance.

Ellie makers of historical objects made for a cause ranged

from professionals making for the market or by commission

TOP LEFT Cat 15:
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to amateurs making for the domestic economy, as a

leisure activity, or specifically for a political or social

cause. Professionals usuallyworked as members ofa guild

or religious community, in small-scale manufactories,
includmg the early industrial manufactories where work-

ers contributed to only part of the process yet were still

involved in a highly-skilled handcraft. The work of
professional craftspeople was controlled either by wealthy

and powerful patrons—church, nobility, business con-

glomerates—who dictated subject and focus or by the

marginally more populist demands of the marketplace. At

both levels, professional work was

firmly integrated into and understood

by the society of the time. Amateur

craftspeople included the nobility,
the bourgeoisie, housewives, servants,

and children. Amateur work also re-

flected the concerns of the times but

allowed for a more personal selection

from current motifs.

In contrast to historical works,
contemporary crafts are the personal

expression of self-employed, inde-
pendent craftspeople working in a
society and at a time when individual

freedom ofexpression can apparently

be taken to extraordinary lengths. In

working independently, contempo-

rary craftspeople mainly produce ob-

iects on a speculative basis for less
identifiable buyers in a pluralistic

society, competing against a barrage

of images, some of which, such as
photographs, cartoons, and advertise-

ments, are seen as more appropriate

A uuq
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and direct ways of addressing social concerns. As a result.

contemporary craft objects are often enigmatic, poetic

projections of a concern, as in Lee Brady's Balance ofEros

and Speaking in Tongues, which discuss society's polari-

sation of the male and the female.
In both historical and contemporary work, the expres-

sion ofa cause appears in three forms. First, the cause may

be embedded in the material itself or in the purpose for

which the object was made. Second, the work may be

produced because of an awareness or deeply felt response

to an event. taking the form of a protest or commentary.

Third, the work may carry a direct message, often using

written words as an integral part of the object. Patron,

purchaser. audience, and the dynamics of the times give

each form variation.

The first form of expression is the most difficult to
discern because the work may also appear to be about

something other than its hidden message. Consider the

richly-embroidered, bejewelled silk garments and accou-

trements of church, royalty, and nobility in Europe
between the fourth and twelfth centuries. The figure in

the silk and the embroidery may indicate political or
family allegiance or present biblical scenes, but the silk

itself, before the Latin West had established its own silk-

weaving workshops, was an Imperial monopoly of the

Byzantium emperors. Access to the luxurious and much-

coveted silk could be denied, or granted in reward for

military or naval support against aggressors. In this way,

Byzantium created beneficial alliances with, at various

times, the Italians, Bulgars, Russians, and German em-

perors. It is difficult to imagine a craft material, a textile.

having the contemporary status of Middle East oil wells.

In "Made for a Cause," the material carries the message

in Monika Wildemann's decision to use only natural and

recycled materials in her masks as well as in Michael

Hosaluk's conversion of waste wood into objects of use

and beauty, with the incorporation of cracks and other

deformities of the wood into the design. Conservation
and recycling of resources are part ofa lively anxiety about

4
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Craft, Commerce,
& Community

BY WILLIAM KORELUIK

Ohn Floch likes to credit his becoming a full-time craftsperson
to a mid-life crisis gone right. In the days when his distinctive
raku pottery was initially gaining acceptance, being shown in

craft fairs and galleries across Canada, Floch had to be content ro

make a living by working as the carpenter at Duck Mountain
Provincial Park. Now, about a year after the plan to establish his

own craft business was hatched, and after his first successful
summer season—which has led him to expect healthy pre-Christ-

mas sales this fall—Floch is beaming ear to ear.

"When I signed the lease," says Floch, "it was with a clear belief

in being able to pull it together. I've been around the park for so long

now, I understand the rhythms of it, and I can rationally look at
Imadgin as a business venture. not only as a pleasant dream."

Imadgin Art and Craft is Floch's creative solution to the problem

of having to juggle his regular job as a carpenter with his vocation

as a potter. An employee of Duck Mountain Provincial Park for the

past se,'enteen years, Floch has been responsible for creating a

number of prominent park structures and buildings, including the

entry signs and stone flower beds. A craftsperson for the past ten

years, Floch first learned to make pots by taking a community
college course and has been "serious" for about six years, concentrat-

ing on low-fire raku pottery.

Built on leased property at Madge Lake in the centre of Duck

Mountain Provincial Park, Imadgin is a 24-foot wide octagonal
structure that Floch designed and built with the help of family and
friends and the support of the local community. In particular, Floch
says that his wife Susan "has been an integral part of what's taking
place here." Not only did Susan support her husband's plans from
the start but she also now assists with the paperwork and "endless
details" associated with running a retail craft business. "This is a
way for us ... to spend time together," says Floch, "which, in effect,
re-confirms the reasons we are together. Without Susan, I could not
have done this."

Attending the SIAST ceramics program in Prince Albert last
year was also a significant factor in Floch's decision to establish a
craft business. Floch says that he learned much not only from the
business areas of the program, which provided insight into con-
tracts, invoices, bills of lading, and so on, but also from the people
he met there. "Rich and Cecile Miller, who had a craft shop in
Waskesiu, were invaluable with my smooth entry into serious
business," says Floch. In fact, the Millers not only shared invaluable

accounting and bookkeeping tips with the ne,v shop owner but also

provided the shop itself with some second-hand fixtures.
In his new shop, Floch plans to provide both park visitors and

local residents with a broad selection of high-quality art and craft.

"Even with the inexpensive pieces, there is a quality we intend on

maintaining. Having a wide range of work is an important feature.

I'm really pleased with the amount of tramc we had this summer,

says Floch. referring to the second guest book now being filled with

names. "We're in a highly-visible spot and have benefited from the

natural flow of visitors to the park. Sales have easily lived up to our

hopes. The response makes us feel proud. A lot Of people are

John Floch:
"VVhen I signed the lease, it was with a clear belief

in being able to pull it together. I've been around the park
for so long now, I understand the rhythms of it. and

I can rationally look at Imadgin as a business venture, not
only as a pleasant dream." Photo by W. Koreluik.

pleasantly surprised this is not a tacky souvenir shop."

In coining the name "Imadgin," Floch says that he intended to

combine the idea of human imagination with a clear sense of place

(the shop is at Madge Lake). "As a carpenter," says Floch, "I've

driven by this corner for 15 years, and often thought a place such

as this would work here. The sense of place has always been here and

Imadgin is melding into the environment we're a part of."

It is also more chan coincidence that the name of the shop echoes

the title ofa song by the lateJohn Lennon, a man whose music Floch

greatly respects.
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John Floch:
'People comment on the strength Of feeling here. The quality of
the work creates that feeling, along with the sense of space. It is

a pleasant feeling. I don't want a static sense in here; I want there to always

be changes. with new work always coming in." Photo by W. Koreluik.

purely original and interesting stuff There
was an immediate response to his work and

the pieces sold the next day."

Floch's commitment to maintaining
"Craft Council" standards, however, means

that "most Of the people we deal with are

professionals. Craft is what they do for a
living." Floch sees himself as providing an
important service to full-time craftspeople,

who often view the marketing process as a
distraction from their creative work and are
thankful to find someone who is willing to
sell their work for them. "I've done a lot of
craft shows where interacting with people is

all important." says Floch. "This is like a
full-time craft show. instead of merely being

out for a weekend."

With his practical experience as a craft

marketer and exhibitor, Floch anticipates
that he will be able to avoid some of the
tensions that typically arise between crafts-

people and Other retailers they deal with.
"Our intent," he says, "is always to treat
people with the respect one expects in a
business relationship." In addition, Floch
says that he is very concerned about dis-
playing each work appropriately, emphasiz-

IN REVIEW

Exhibitions

With his contacts in the craft community, Floch has had no
problems obtaining work to scll, though sometimes chance has also

played a role in bringing seller and maker together. Take the case

of Janet Strauss, a jeweller who saw Floch's sign in the course of

driving to the local ice-cream stand and decided to drop in. "She
showed me her iewcllery," says Floch, "and we've had a wonderful

relationship since then.

Currently dealing with 42 craftspeople and artists, Bloch ob-

serves that being on the Manitoba border means that a number of
Manitoba craftspeople are closer to Imadgin than are many

Saskatchewan people, though he emphasizes that he is pleased to be

able to carry work from both provinces. "People comment on the

strength of feeling here," says Floch with pride. "The quality of the

work creates that feeling. along with the sense of space. It is a

pleasant feeling. I don't want a static sense in here; I want there to

always be changes. with new work always coming in. We get

craftspeople from Manitoba who get to see Saskatchewan crafts,

and Saskatchewan people who don't expect to see work from
Manitoba.-

Imadgin currently includes oil paintings by Darrell Bell of
Saskatoon. watcrcolours by a number of artists including Janet

Strauss of Benito. Manitoba, and a strong selection of clay ranging

from functional work by Chris Fraser and Anne McLellan of Regina

to raku by Floch himself In all, nine potters sell their work in the shop.

Imadgin also carries work by about five jewellcrs, including
Winston Quan of Saskatoon, wooden fict work, metal weather
vanes, weavings by Marg Rudy, and photographs.

In addition to being a venue for established craftspeople,
Imadgin is also open to those who have not yet begun to retail (heir

pieces bur are ready ro get their wet. Floch tells of rhe woman

who vtsitcd Irnadgin and told him all about her son's "stuff on birch

bark." Any doubts Floch may have had concerning rhe mother's

olycctjury about her son's work vanished immediately when he saw

It for himsclf UI'hcy are really remarkable things." says Hoch
enthusiasucally. "I'vc never scen anything like it. He was doing

ing that he wants "the work to be seen
clearly for whar it is, as opposed to being a mumbo-jumbo of

overlapping clutter."
Floch sees Imadgin both as a way to make a living and as a way

to build a sense of community. '"The physical space of the shop

becomes a crossroads allowing us to interact with all kinds of people

we might not have otherwise met," says Floch. Although he notes

that he has sometimes "felt a certain amount of isolation" living

away from the larger centres, Floch has found that, now that the
shop has opened. craftspeople he nevrer realized were in the area

where he lives have started coming out of the woodwork.

"I guess I've found a personal way, a self-generating way of

earning a living while making a contrtbution to other craftspersons

and artists whose work I believe in so strongly, [to] the community,

and even Ito] the government," says Bloch. "If I do well, it not only

benefits us, but also others. "

In his initial proposal to the government for the lease of land in

the park, Floch stated that he would, in future, provide facilities for

workshops and classes. Floch says that he and Susan "hope to extend

the existing building to make a teaching studio that won't be
limited to clay." In addition, Floch would eventually like to feature

specific artists and craftspeople from time to time. "All of this work

has personality. That's what people are responding to," says Floch.

"This fills a need people have. The strongest work has the strongest

personality."

Reflecting on the place of craft in contemporary society, Floch

observes that handmade objects give those not involved in making

"a vicarious pleasure. They may not be able to make things
themselves, but they can appreciate what has been put into
something by someone else. They can understand the investment
a person has madc in creating his or her work."

William Korcluik is a rcporter/photographer for a chain of five community

newspapers published in Canora and has written a number Of articles for
other publications, Most recently, Korcluik wrote "Back-Roads and Geta-

way Places in Canada" for Reader; /.)iges/.

Seasonal
Variations

BY JUDY HARALDSON

Jane Kenyon
"Seasons in Silk"

Saskatchewan Craft Gallery, Saskatoon
June 17 to July 26, 1994

ilk: the word conjures images of rich colours, shimmering

lengths of luxurious cloth, sensuality, and enticement. Silk,
the most noble of natural fibres, is renowned for its beauty but

has a practical nature as well, feeling comfortable whether the
environment is hot or cold. Silk yarns dye beautifully to jewel-like

colours and can range in texture from classically smooth and shiny

to a Cottony matte finish. Jane Kenyon used all of the distinctive

aspects of silk to advantage in the shawls she produced for her
exhibition "Seasons in Silk."

Jane Kenyon grew up, got her education, and lived in Saskatoon
until a couple ofyears ago, when her family moved to Bowen Island,
British Columbia. While practising family medicine, Kenyon
began taking classes and workshops in weavmg. fibre arts. and
textile design. and took landscape painting from various sources
including the Mendel Art Gallery and Emma Lake Art Camp. After

some years, she decided to use silk exclusively in her fibre art,
concentrating her efforts to gain expcruse and mastery of a wonder-

ful and challenging medium- In 1990. Kenyon stopped practising

medicine to focus on her children and her craft.
Over time, Kenyon's weavings and landscape paintings have

influenced one another so that there is now an unmistakeable
resemblance between them. Duality appeals to the artist. She
chooses silk because of its exotic, enticing beauty, as well as because

of its practical strengths. She appreciates chat craft can be functional

but can cross into the realm of "fine art." while recognizing that
painting is unlikely to make the reverse journey. She weaves shawls

for their dual functions of protecting and adorning the human body

as well as for their cultural and seasonal universality.
As she prepared work for her exhibition, Kenyon found that the

discipline of creating pieces within the specific theme of the seasons

in Saskatchewan effectively prevented her from scattering her
energies on other interests, techniques, and projects. Inspiration for

the shawls came from natural environments at Emma Lake,
Waskesiu. and the banks of the South Saskatchewan River near her
former home. Using her memories for subjects, photos for colours,

design skills gained in landscape painting, and prizewinning weav-

ing expertise, Kenyon produced a lovely show.

The painterly design of Kenyon's shawls results from the
technique of warp painting followed by dyeing the weft yarn in a

suitable solid colour. Before weaving starts, the lengthwise (warp)

threads are measured and then stretched on a table where dyes are
applied directly. The subtle blending of adjacent dyed areas, as well

as slight shifts during threading the warp on the loom, produce a

watercolourwash effect. Complex 8-harness twill structures adapted

from weaving pattern books complete the designs. After weaving,

the shawls are finished with bead• and embroidery and the fringe

threads are twisted into gorgeous silken cables. The finishing
process is one of Kenyon's favouritc activities.

Overall, I preferred Kenyon's winter-y shawls. wherein subtle
colours and expertly woven patterns combine to produce strong and

beautiful designs. Kenyon says that she struggled with the winter

designs, but the results prove the extra effort was worthwhile. The

shawls depicting spring. summer, and fall are also very nicely dyed

and woven, but not all made me stop and wish I could drape them
around my shoulders.

My favourite shawl—Blizzard out righ t away

on my first glance around the show. I love the way the shawl looks:

it captures the seasonal theme perfectly. The white weft predomi-

nating over a warp painted in hues and values of blue evokes the

ABOVE Spnng Revival (May) ( 1994), 100% silk. glass beads, Procion

dyes, hand-painted warps, hand-dyed wefts. 8-harness twill, 205

centimetres in length, by Jane Kenyon.
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ABOVE LEFT Blizzard (February) (1994), 100% silk, glass beads,
Procion dyes, hand-painted warps, hand-dyed wefts, 8-harness
twill, 213 centjmetres in length, by Jane Kenyon.
ABOVE RIGHT Mystical Radiance (November) (1994). 100% silk,

glass beads, Procion dyes, hand-painted warps, hand-dyed wefts,

8-harness twill, 223 centimetres in length, by Jane Kenyon.
LEFT Lions and Lambs (March) (1994), 100% silk, glass beads,
Procion dyes, hand-painted warps, hand-dyed wefts, 8-harness
twill, 217 centimetres in length, by Jane Kenyon.
OPPOSITE TOP Wayne and Reis ExcellentAdventure (1994). maple,
tattoo ink, 20 centimetres in height, by Wayne Cameron and Reg
Morrell.

OPPOSITE BOTTOM Havinga Whale ora Time (1994), curly maple,

ebony, bloodwood, 1 5 centimetres in height. by Wayne Cameron.

swirling snows of a winter storm and the subtle shadows within

snow drifts, Complicated reverse-twill weave patterns in the end

borders are like snowflake crystals, while clear beads in the twisted

parts of the fringe remind me of ice drops. Blizzard (February) has

been purchased by the Saskatchewan Arts Board.
Frost Magic (December) features an exquisite design that has

unfortunately been weakened by the fringe finishing. With the fine

silk threads left untwisted and sequins glued on randomly, the
fringe rends to tangle at the slightest touch. The main body Of the
shawl, however, is beautiful. A pastel blue, pink, and yellow warp
with white weft woven in complex twill motifs produces a lovely
hoarfrost pattern on rhe one side, while the opposite side is
reminiscent of sundogs on an icy cold winter day.

Kenyon's frequent use of beads in her shawls, especially in the
fringes, works much better in some pieces than in others. Lions and
Lambs (March) and Mystical Ramance (November), for example, do
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not really benefit from the beads that have been sewn to the fabric.
Lions and Lambs (March) is a wonderfully-subtle creation of matte
silk bouclé dyed in greyed greens and blues. The design of the piece
is structured by a sophisticated grid pattern of small twill blocks
defined only by a slight predominance of the white weft. The
problem here is that the blocks are accented in the corners by rather
awkward. obtrusive beadwork. Embroidery might have been a
better solution, as Kenyon may discover when she pursues a
planned Master Embroidery course. In Spring Revival (May), bird-
shaped beads hang from thread loops in the sky area. Although part

of me rather liked the effect, which I would describe as charming
skirting the edge of cute, my practical side worried about disentan-

gling the birds from my long hair if I wore the shawl. In contrast,

the amber-coloured seed beads edging Prairie Hopes and Dreams

(August) impart a special glow and richness to the piece. Other shawls

have been neither helped nor hindered by the addition of beads.

Jane Kenyon exhibits a keen and sensitive control ofcolour in her

work Her dyeing and weaving skills are carrying her toward mastery

ofher craft. At Saskatoon Spinners and Weavers Guild meetings. I had

always looked forward to seeing Kenyon's latest silk scarf creations.

What a treat to have had a dozen to look at all in one place.

Judy Haraldson is a Saskatoon-based weaver and a member of the Sask-

atoon Spinners and Weavers Guild.

Dangerous
Games

BY WALLACE POLSOM

Wayne Cameron
"Russian Roulette"

Saskatchewan Craft Gallery, Saskatoon
June 17 to July 26, 1994

mmoderate, pre-emptive self-criticism functions as a defence
strategy for a surprising number of creative people. By voicing
strong reservations about their own work, these people are not

merely hoping to disarm their critics but secretly would like to
render criticism itself unnecessary. The problem with this strategy,
however, is that it is not unlike the game of Russian roulette, which
my old Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary describes as "an act of
bravado consisting ofspinning the cylinder ofa revolver loaded with
one cartridge, pointing the muzzle at one's own head, and pulling
the trigger," In other words, fun and games do not always go
together, even when we ourselves appear to control the field of play.

When Wayne Cameron chose the title "Russian Roulette" for
his summer exhibition at the Saskatchewan Craft Gallery, he
intended it as a humorous comment on the personal and institu-
tional pressures he experienced while struggling to produce sufficient

new work for his first gallery exhibition. When I spoke to Cameron

about his general working method and preparations for the show,

he explained that he does not usually plan his pieces in detail before

he begins working or dash offa series of preliminary thumbnail

sketches but instead prefers to move to the lathe as soon as he gets

an idea and to let intuition and the wood be his guide. Although this

may sound rather daring and experimental, it quickly became clear

that Cameron's precarious working method was less a product of

conscious choice than the offspring of necessity and may in fact have

been the main source of the difficulties he experienced.

Let me explain. A longtime employee of SaskPowcr, Wayne

Cameron describes himself as primarily a self-taught woodturncr.

He initially took up woodturning as a hobby in 1984 and two years

later began selling turned wooden paper towel holders, bowls. and

other utilitarian pieces at selected craft sales in Saskatchewan. Not

surprisingly, the combination of working full time and turning
production items for the sales has meant that Cameron has had little

time or energy to devote to producing speculative. one-of-a-kind
pieces for submission to craft exhibitions.
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In fact, until this year, Cameron's one-
of-a-kind work had only been submitted to

"Dimensions," the Saskatchewan Craft
Council's annual, open, juried exhibition of

Saskatchewan craft. Open exhibitions like

"Dimensions" Offer emerging Craftspeople

like Cameron a unique opportunity to see
how their work compares with the work of

their peers. both amateur and professional.

so how has Cameron fared? Very well in-

deed. In 1990, Cameron •s Platter 2 was

included in the exhibition; in 1991,
Cameron didn't enter, but in 1992, two of

his turned pieces, Under the Influence and

Actd Rain, were accepted, with Acid Rain

winning the Premier's Prize for the Out-

standing Entry. Energized by the recogni-

lion and praise his work had received,
Cameron roared back in 1 993 with three

distinctive pieces: Quilted Bowl. Box in Space,

and Sun Box. Quilted Bowl received an SCC

Merit Award and a Purchase Award. If I had to guess, I would say

that it was Cameron's consistent success at "Dimensions" that

prompted the SCC's Gallery Committee to encourage him to apply

for a half-gallery exhibition in the SaskatchCAvan Craft Gallery.

So when we survey the works in •Russian Roulette?' what do we

find? We find exactly what we would expect to find given Cameron 's

intensive experience as a production turner but relative lack of

experience designing and producing one-of-a-kind pieces. Plainly

stated, "Russian Roulette" reveals a technically-proficient wood-

turner who generally seems most confident when working with

simplified vessel forms but who is clearly struggling to discover what

Inc wants to convey with his non-utilitarian work.

The work in "Russian Roulette" falls into three groups. The first

group is comprised of a series of simplified, almost silhouette-like

representations of a variety of sharks, whales, and dolphins carved

from turned maple and cherry bowls and supported by spiked legs

of ebony, cocobolo, and various other types of wood; the second

encompasses an eclectic selection Of turned vessels; and the third

includes two small collaborative pieces. In our conversation, Cameron

himself repeatedly expressed strong reservations about the carved

pieces that make up the first group. The idea for the carved pieces

apparently came to Cameron after his exhibition proposal had been

accepted. and he readily admits that he "really got caught short on

time" and observes that, as a consequence, the new pieces "are all

the same. pretty well" and that "there's lots [more] a person can do."

While a description of the conditions of production of an

exhibition can help viewers to understand why certain works of

craft have certain characteristics, such an understanding should not

preøcnt viewers from holding craftspeople responsible for the

quality of those works. If Cameron realized that he was producing

works that were merely repetitive in a situation where mere

repetition would not be considered a virtue, he should have done

otherwise (or he should have been ready to defend his choice). But is

Cameron's assessment of the carved pieces accurate? Or is he merely

overstating his criticism in order to forestall criticism from others?

To be fair, we must first acknowledge that, pace Cameron, the

eleven carved pieces are no means precise copies of a single

pattern. The specific charactensrics of each marine animal are

slightly different. having in part been determined by the unique

thickness and curvature of each of the initial turned bowls. Some-

rimes Cameron has carved two creatures from a single bowl—in

Having a Whale ofa Time (1994), the two crescent-shaped whales

carved from a single bowl are displayed as a single piece—while

other times he has only carved one. And although all of the carved

pieces except one have thin, pointed supports, the supports do vary

in length from one piece to the next so that, for example, some

pieces are tilted toward the viewer while others have a more

horizontal orientation. Finally, one of the pieces, Haida Whale

( 1994), has a stylized representation of a whale painted in black, red,

and white acrylic on the front and back and is propped in a vertical

position by a simple curved support that juts like narwhal horn from

the back of the creature's head.

The main problem with the carved pieces is that the idea behind

them is unfocused. Although Cameron has said that his new work

was explicitly inspired by his concern for endangered species, the

pieces themselves do not adequately convey any particular theme.

Cameron says, for example, that he had intended in Fresh Tuna

( 1994) to place the carved dolphin in a net but did not do so because

he did not want to use a factory-produced net and did not have time

to learn how to weave a small net by hand. In fact, the inclusion of

a carefully-selected, factory-produced net in the piece not only
would have been entirely appropriate to Cameron's concerns about

the "accidental" killing Of dolphins by commercial fishermen but

also would have introduced more variety into the exhibition

without taking away from the handmade quality of the works. The

entangling of a handmade work in a factory-produced net would

ABOVE TOP It's a Honey of a Bowl (1994), quilted maple, ebony. osage orange, 39
centimetres in diameter, by Wayne Cameron.
ABOVE BOTTOM Just a Big Bowl (1994), maple burl, African blackwood, 37 centimetres
in diameter, by Wayne Cameron.
OPPOSITE (L TO R) Joan's (1994), wild cherry, bloodwood, 1 1.5 centimetres in height,
and Haida Whale (1994), maple, walnut, acrylic paint, 21.5 centimetres in height, by
Wayne Cameron.

Just a Big Bowl( 1994) presents an extremely
thick, pillow-like bowl turned from an ir-
regular block of maple burl and supported
by three stout legs of African blackwood.

considerable interest of the piece de-
rives from the contrast between the light,

smoothly-finished surfaces ofthe bowl s hape

and the numerous dark, natural indenta-
tions that fracture that shape. Of the re-
maining four vessels, Just a Little Bowl
(1994), Sunflower (1994). and It's a Honey

of a Bowl (1994) could perhaps best be

described as promising but underdeveloped
(again, Cameron needs to take the time to

observe and analyse the structure of the

plants and animals he is trying to depict),
while the elegant Box on a Wire (1994). a
small, acorn-shaped box perched atop a

long, thinly-turned, vertical wooden "wire"

seated in a small conical base, holds a certain

interest a successful solution to a technical

problem but probably does not represent a

viable avenue of future artistic exploration.

Although somewhat interesting in them-

selves , Cameron 's collaborations with wood-

turner Michael Hosaluk and tattoo artist
Reg Morrell bear only a tenuous relationship

with Cameron's solo works. Get the Crack

Out ofHere is one of a series of basic turned

bowls that Michael Hosaluk sent to his
friends to decorate for inclusion in his 1993
solo exhibition, "Faces/Places." Although
Cameron was free to do anything he wanted

with the bowl he received. what he did was
to carve, paint, and stitch the bowl in a clear

imitation ofMichael Hosaluk's style. What
Cameron needs to learn from Hosaluk far

more that any particular turning or finish-

ing techniques is how to produce variations

on a theme and how to recognize, collect,

and nurture prormsing ideas.

In Wayne and Reg's Excellent Adventure,

Cameron's collaboration with Reg Morrell,

the small pointed legs chat support the piece

at the back provide the only clear evidence

also have prompted sensitive viewers to think about the place of

creative handmade work in the context of the "jobless" modern

economy. In short, Cameron would have done better to have

followed his instincts and risked making his work more complex.

When production craftspeople like Cameron produce objects

that are clearly intended to be looked at and contemplated rather

than handled and used in the service of cookery, storage, bodily

protection, adornment, or some other quotidian task, they need to

keep in mind that their work is unlikely to hold the viewer's
attention for long unless they have produced an emotionally and

conceptually powerful arrangement of forms and/or have success-

fully attempted an elegant technical tour deforce. Fabric artist Kaija

Sanelma Harris, furniture maker Brian Gladwell, and glass artist
Lee Brady are currently in the first rank of Saskatchewan craftspeO-

ple because they regularly do both—even when their work is
intended for everyday use. Cameron himself won the Premier's
Prize with a compelling work that combined a unified, symboli-
cally-meaningful arrangement of forms with acceptable turning

and finishing. In his carved pieces, however, Cameron has not really

given more than moderate attention to either content or finish.

A second problem with the carved animals is that, although the

titles identify them as representations of existing species, Cameron

did not do any research to find out what dolphins, whales, et al.,

actually look like. Of course, research takes time, but if Cameron

wants to produce work that comments effectively on environmental

issues, then he must convince us that he knows what he is talking

about. The lack of accurate details in Cameron's carved pieces
bespeaks an absence of genuine commitment and concern that

actively undermines any intended environmental message.

As previously mentioned, Cameron seems most confident pro-

ducing simple pieces that are more closely related to his production

work, using forms and techniques that are firmly entrenched in

traditional woodworking. In Just Another Little Bowl (1994),

Cameron uses a wide-mouthed, small-footed bowl shape to display

the distinctive figure of a block of maple burl, making effective use

of a natural, bark-covered edge to accent the bowl's irregular lip.

ofCameron's participation. The shape of the main body ofthe piece

was primarily dictated by Morrell's initial design for a winged. fire-

breathing dragon (according to Cameron, it was only after Morrell

had finished painting the dragon char the tattoo artist realized that

a Merlinesque wizard would fit nicely on the back), while the tattoo

ink that Morrell used to colour his designs almost completely

obscures the grain and finish of the turned wooden support that was

Cameron's main contribution. The painted drawings themselves

are entirely typical of tattoo art and that is their chief weakness.

Certainly, collaboration between craftspeople can be a useful

exercise in cooperation and no doubt is one of the ways techniques

and ideas are developed and passed from person to person. The

artistic success of a collaboration, however, demands that the work

the makers produce together be substantially different than the

work either would likely have produced alone. By this basic

criterion, neither of the collaborations in "Russian Roulette" is

really more than a curiosity. IfCameron and his collaborators want

to improve, they will need to produce many more finished pieces
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together and should consciously try to develop projects that will

impose a more equitable division ofconceptual and physical labour.

Wayne Cameron is a modest, thoughtful woodturner whose

work shows a great deal of promise. Many of the problems he

encountered in producing the work for his first show would likely

have been avoided if he had followed his own advice and planned

ahead, giving himself time to experiment with different techniques

and combinations of forms and to develop his ideas more fully.

Furthermore, as Cameron develops a more definite sense of what

he wants to accomplish with his non-utilitartan work, he will no

doubt find that he has far less to fear either from impertinent critics

or from himself. C'est la guerre? Non, c 'est la vie!

Wallace Polsom is currently rhe Editor/Designer Of two Saskatoon-based

magazines: The Craft Factor. published by the Saskatchewan Craft Coun-

cil, and Blackwash. an independent phocography magazine.

Pointing at
The Chief

BY LESUE POTTER

"Pointing at the Wind"
Organized by the Canadian Museum of Civilization

Diefenbaker Centre. University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon
September 9 to November 13, 1994

First Visit
s I entered the Diefenbaker Centre to examine "Pointing at
the Wind." an exhibition of thirty-nine weather vanes from
the collection of the Canadian Museum of Civilization, I

was startled to find important materials and works occupying part
of rhe Centre's receprion area: the guest book and exhibition
catalogues were by the inside front doors, about thirty feet away

from the formal exhibition area, and two display cases sat forlornly

across from the information desk. Inside the main gallery, scrunched

up against Diefenbaker memorabilia and Conservative Party plac-

ards, sat the bulk of the display.

The placards were located near overhead lights along with some

of the weather vanes, which in turn were surrounded by Japanese

dolls and Chinese jade. This was an unfortunate juxtaposition,

because there were many dynamic pieces "pointing at the wind" up

there at placard level. Alas, "Vote Conservative" definitely domi-

nated the space.

Interestingly enough, up until this point, I had thought the

pieces shouldbe positioned above head height. But looking up at the

weather vanes, I quickly became a victim of "gallery light blind-

ness," which prevented me from getting a good look around. And

when my visual impairment became compounded with "kink in the

neck syndrome," I changed my opinion about displaying the

weather vanes nearer to the ceiling than to the floor.

Suddenly, I was bombarded with the cacophonous sound effects

created for the exhibition. The noises consisted of pig grunts,
rooster crows, and cow moos, which together hammered against

strains of Beethoven playing on the Museum's stereo system. This

ruin of image and sound began to produce an undesirable schizo-

phrenic reaction. What was one to do? Look for a place to start, a

sanctuary! This immediately created another problem. I could find

no "beginning place." So, amid the visual and auditory disorienta-

the room and then left.

Second Visit
I returned to the Diefenbaker Centre about a week later to find that

the aforementioned problems of presentation, although not minor,

began to creep into the background once I started investigating the

displays. The silhouette sketches placed below each piece along

with the title/dcscription cards made it easy to identify and
understand what was being described. The section on techniques

of fabrication was set up in a clear, concise manner and depicted the

methods of hammering, carving and cutting in an interesting way.

One method of fabrication that was not dealt with, however, was

casting, a commercial technique that had clearly been used to
produce a few of the weather vanes in the exhibition. The Cow
weather vane from Knowlton, Québec, provides an excellent

example of commercial casting. The piece was probably functional,

but it is not the kind of thing one would associate with a weather-

vane because of its heavy form. Comprised of a hollow space

surrounded by well-cast iron in the shape of a cow, which had been

spray-painted gold, the piece stood completely inert, as if to say,
"No wind is going to push me around."

In contrast to ungainly Cow, the Steamship by Randall Smith of

Ingomar, Nova Scotia, is an elegant, well-constructed, flattened-out

piece that would catch the wind like a kite. A harmonious combina-
tion of wood, plastic, wire, and string, theSteamshtp provided a real

treat for eyes that were initially accosted by the aforementioned
placards—would that more of the pieces had had the advantage Of
not being situated near memorabilia.

Another boat, a Sloop from La Have, Nova Scotia, built between
1920 and 1930 out ofwood, sheet metal, wire. and iron, also makes
quitc an elegant weather-vane. The artist paid close attention to
balance so that, like the real thing, the Sloop could easily ride out the
gales that persist in that region.

I should add that some of the weathercocks were, like the Cow,
three dimensional. Unlike the Cow, however, the weathercocks
succeeded in a visual sense because their body shape and arrays Of
feathers were aerodynamically suited to their function.

ABOVE Trout (date unknown), copper, glass, iron, wood, paint,
by M. Duranceau.
OPPOSITE Weathercock on Wayside Cross (early twentieth century),
wood, sheet metal, iron, paint. by an unknown maker.

Third Visit
As a visual artist, I consider the aesthetics ofa thing more important
than its intended function or the techniques involved in its construc-
tion. I regarded the weather-vanes as sculptures, so I was drawn to
those pieces that made a strong statement about three-dimensional
reality and were embellished with colours that complemented their
forms.

One of my favourite weather-vanes was an unusual piece made
by M. Duranceau from La Prairie, Québec. Intended to be
mounted and displayed on a ventilator cap, Duranceau's weather
vane is made of copper, glass, iron, and wood, and is simply called
Troun Successful in both its design and coloration, Trout combines a
strong form with a beautiful sea-green and black patina, blending
form and function into a true objet d'art.

The gilded-bronze replica of a weather vane from a Viking ship
I found interesting because of its historical significance, the Vikings

having been perhaps the first group to travel across che Atlantic

from Europe to North America. Viking shipmasters, who needed
to know the wind direction in order to navigate, typically attached

bronze weather vanes at the bow or stern of their crafts.

Weathercock on Wayside Cross from Saint-Ours, Québec, was one
of the better carved pieces in the show. Combining a wooden body

with metal tail feathers and a metal comb, the artist has managed to

produce a magnificent, universal symbol of the sun.

One piece that I completely overlooked in my previous two visits

was the delightful Barcelos Rooster. a highly-stylized plaster rooster

that features intricate, swirling patterns painted in red, green, and
blue on a yellow background. Although not itselfa weathervane, the
Barcelos Roosrerwas included in the exhibition in order to depict one
of the many legends about roosters. The legend of the Barcelos
Rooster, which originated in the village of Barcelos. Portugal, tells of
an innocent pilgrim who was accused of a crime and was saved from
execution by a miracle. After being sentenced to hang, the man asked
his executioners if, as a last request. he could see the judge once more
and his request was granted. As he was pleading his case before the
judge. who happened to be dining with friends, the man pointed to
a roasted bird on the table and said, "As sure as I am innocent, this
cock will crow if I am hanged," and sure enough, the next morning,
as the man was about to be executed, the bird. which had been left
untouched, rose from the dead and crowed, and the man was saved
and was able to resume his pilgrimage. As a physical object. the
Barcelos Roaster is special because the shape, surf-acc, and method of
construction are unified in an unusual design.

French Flag on Arrow from the Baie-Saint-Paul area in Québec
combines two popular motifs, the arrow and the banner, to form a
powerful symbol of regional identity. Solidly constructed from
metal sheets that have been folded together and soldered, French
Flag on Arrow would doubdess be capable of cutting through any
wind. The expressive surface, muted by weathering, displays a
rustic red and mellow yellow patina on a field of greys and browns.

Another piece, the Arrow from the Annapolis Valley, Nova
Scotia, is quite artistic in expression and makes an able, albeit
simple, statement. Carved from a pine board and sporting a feather
shaped like a fleur-de-lis. the Arrow provides us with another
example of the beautiful effects produced by the wind and the rain,
the original white finish of the piece having been gradually eroded
to show bits of the natural wood beneath. The resulting patina is an
effect that many artists would love to be able to duplicate!

Reflecting on my preferences in the exhibition. I soon realized
that I was mainly attracted to the pieces that had actually been used,

had survived the so-called ravages of time, and had not been
tampered with since being collected. In the Weathercock from the

Trépannier family of Saint-Adelphe, Québec, for example, we are
able to see the dazzling effects of weathering, which has here
produced a rich, brown, lustrous patina on top of copper that had

originally been painted yellow. This bird, made of several copper
sheets which have been hammered and soldered together, perches

on a metal sphere symbolizing the earth.

In contrast, Steeple Weathercock from Trois-Pisroles, Québec,

looks as though it has been refurbished to duplicate a weathered

look. As a result, the patina does not breathe at all, and we are
confronted with a dull, thick surface. This is especially unfortunate

because the negative spaces formed between the wings and body

and inside the tail and comb in fact produce a very pleasing overall

form. According to the exhibition catalogue, an antique dealer
mounted the bird on an unrelated carved ornament that. to my eye.

clashes unpleasantly with the bird's shape. Perhaps the dealer had

a hand in the refurbishing attempt as well?

Before I left the Diefenbaker Centre on my final visit, I took one

last look at the whole exhibition and was again reminded of my

initial reaction. Fortunately, however, the melange of ungainly
museum display cases, harsh overhead lights, startling sound effects,

Diefenbaker memorabilia, and ambient classical music had not
been quite enough to prevent the unique, handmade weather vanes

in "Pointing at the Wind" from eventually speaking to me.

Leslie Potter is a Saskatoon-based visual artist and SCC Gallery/ Exhibwrions

Coordinator. His carved stone sculpture. V%slonaries, can currently be seen

ar the corner of 2nd Avenue and 21st Street in Saskatoon.
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ABOVE Blouse (Hungarian) (1991), polyester fabric. satin thread,

by Irene Takacs.
BELOW Runner (1992), unknown materials, 53 centimetres in

length. by Elsie Hutchinson.
OPPOSITE Spong Thaw (1994). cotton, silk, various fibres. 30

centimetres in width. by Margot Lindsay.

Hidden Magic
BY HOLLY HILDEBRAND

"The Magic of the Needle"
Saskatchewan Embroiderers' Guild

Saskatchewan Craft Gallery. Saskatoon

September 9 to October 18, 1994

he titlc of the Saskatchewan Embroiderers' Guild exhibition,

"The Magic of the Needle," conjured up for me visions of

colour, texture, and pattern that made my imagination run

wild. Long a fan of the contemporary embroidery of Jan Beaney,

Julia Caprara, and Mary Berd, I anticipated pieces of explosive self-

expression, perhaps even political statements and insights on social

or feminist issues, complemented by examples of the precise and

delicate embroideries that one passes from generation to generation

and that fill one with nostalgia.
Alas, on first entering the Gallery, I was disappointed by the

exhibition's lack ofvisual impact. The grand, colourful textures I had

dreamed of were absent. Upon closer observation, of course there

were beautiful works: meticulously-stitched traditional hardanger

runners, blackwork, and shadow quilting. The stitched landscapes

by Margaret Kerr and Margot Lindsay did add a more contemporary

flavour, but the predominantly monochromatic show still inspired

a more quiet, contemplative view than I had expected.

In her talk to the embroiderers, the exhibition juror Annemarie

Buchmann-Gerber touched on the historical roots and evolution of

stitchery. She pointed out that, in the Victorian period, an emphasis

on stitchery and other female "accomplishments" was part of a

concerted effort to keep women occupied so that they would not

become involved in politics, business, or other areas that most

Victorians considered more suited to men. Indeed, the Victorians

tended to equate a woman's lack knowledge of worldly affairs with

innocence and purity, and given the elaborate stitching fashionable

at the time, it is difficult to imagine that Victorian women who

stitched regularly would have

had time for any activities out-
side of household duties. On the

positive side, however, the time

spent doing embroidery did en-

able women both to socialize with

one another and to engage in

quiet introspection.

Buchmann-Gerbet's com-
ments further fuelled my curios-

icy about the works in the exhi-

bition. Contemporary society is

no longer locked into the Victo-

rian mindset of function and

formality, so why do the major-

ivy of the pieces in "The Magic

of the Needle" adhere so closely

to tradition?
The works in the exhibition

certainly display the technical

expertise and patience of their

creators. But the fact that none

of the pieces were for sale and many were labelled "materials

unknown" led me to wonder whether the embroidery stitches
themselves were precious or if it was the time spent doing the
stitches that was treasured for reasons of personal satisfaction. I also

wondered if women involved in stitchery are generally obsessed
with technical perfection. Certainly, the pursuit of perfection and

the issue of time and its control are contemporary concerns,
bringing to mind the debate about the importance of process versus

product. Very few of the pieces in "The Magic of the Needle" have

stitches layered over one another, as though each stitch is indeed
precious in itself, or perhaps the comfort of doing repetitive stitches
that have been done the same way for centuries is what gives each

piece its importance.

Buchmann-Gerber touched on the issue of process versus prod-
uct when she described how liberating it was for her the first time

she boldly painted over many months' worth of embroidery. In a
society where individuals spend years doing jobs they dislike simply

to move on to other opportunities, it seems strange that artists and
craftspeople, who frequently choose to pursue their creative inter-

ests in the face of significant personal, social, or economic obstacles,
would be so reluctant to liberate themselves from merely comfort-

able practices and launch into exciting new areas.
The difficulty viewing "The Magic of the Needle" was the lack

of detailed information to supplement the works. Guild and other
group shows often bring viewers into the Saskatchewan Craft

Gallery who might otherwise never think of attending. It is
important when work by several craftspeople is displayed that it be

contextualized in some way besides simply being identified as work

by guild members. Unlike "Dimensions" or solo shows by estab-
lished craftspeople, where pieces are chosen for specific qualities or

themes, a guild exhibition like "The Magic of the Needle" should

inform viewers about the age, experience, and formal training of
each participant, explaining how each moved coward her present

technical preference. In addition to the short introductory panel at

the Gallery entrance, viewers would have benefited from the

inclusion of information concerning the Saskatchewan Embroider-

ers' Guild's organizational objectives, a description of workshops

the Guild has hosted, and perhaps information on how the

workshops have influenced Guild members. A short biography of

each participant in the exhibition would have enabled viewers to
understand the specific intentions of the makers, clarifying whether

their works were inspired by internal or external factors and
indicating how their work fits into the larger provincial embroidery

scene. Viewing aids such as Janice Routley•s binder explaining the
inspiration and technical details of her piece, West Coast Images

(1992), provide viewers with greater understanding and appreci-

ation of the works and should routinely be included for every piece

in a guild show.

By speaking with several members of the Saskatchewan Embroi-

derers' Guild myself, I was able to find answers to some of my mirial

questions about the pieces. For example. although the Guild has a

total membership of about 200, Buchmann-Gerber had only 25

entries from which to select the 24 works forwhich the Saskatchewan

Craft Gallery had allocated funding for artist's fees. The Gallery had

also restricted the entries to a certain size and had stipulated that

work made from prepackaged kits would not be accepted. For its

part, the Embroiderers' Guild set the requirement that all the work

that was entered had to have been produced by needle and thread

only. Although the Embroiderers' Guild encompasses other forms

of needlecraft such as tatting, knitting, and crochet, they decided

to focus on embroidery because it was the craft that the founding

members of the Guild had originally wanted to preserve. In addition

to being constrained by the formal entry rules, the number of
entrants was also limited by the inexperience of the Guild members.

Many of the members, particularly those from smaller guilds in

more isolated areas, had never participated in a juried show and thus

were reluctant to enter work for "The Magic of the Needle." It was

also interesting to learn from members that embroiderers from

certain areas of the province are interested in particular embroidery

techniques. In the Outlook area. for example, hardanger is very

popular because of the historical influence of the many Norwegian

immigrants to the area. After seeing the work in the exhibition,

many of the members I contacted said that they felt a new
confidence in their skills.

When I spoke with Margaret Kerr, who had two pieces—

Solitude (1988) and At the End ofthe Day the exhibition,

she explained how she had done traditional embroidery on house-

hold linens when she was younger and then did not do any stitching
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for a long period of time. After the formation of the Embroiderers'

Guild and her administrative involvement in the organization,
however, Kerr attended two workshops with well-known British
embroiderer Constance Howard, sponsored by the Prince Albert

Embroiderers' Guild. Howard encouraged Kerr to paint. and that

new approach, coupled with the idea of using only a few stitches and

varying their sizes, set Kerr off on her current course, producing

designs inspired by nature and by the artist's love of vibrant colour.

Providing information like this beside each craftsperson's work

is a simple and human touch rhat does much to enhance the
viewer's appreciation of-the work and understanding of the roles the

Saskatche,van Craft Council and the provincial and regional guilds

play in promoting and supporting craft education.

In contrast to Kerr, others in the Guild are not as interested in
colour and instead focus more on particular techniques. As a viewer,

I would have found it extremely helpful to have had information
that explained those techniques, where they originated, and why

they were important to the makers of the pieces. Craftspeople who

are preserving traditional techniques and those who are reworking

traditional processes as a means of personal expression together

Offer viewers new ways to understand the role ofcrafts in contempor-

ary Canadian society, and this needs to be made clear to viewers.

PHOTOS

• 15 years experien€q with
artist's portfolios

• Slides for grant proposals

• Transparencies for: reproduction

• Location & studio photography

• Restoration of old photographs

• Slide duplicates and prints from slides
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Saskatchewan
Craft Gallery

Schedule

ABOVE At the End ofthe Day (1992), wool. cotton, silk, and metal
threads, 21 centimetres in height, by Margaret Kerr.

I appreciated the work embodied in each piece in "The Magic

of the Needle" as well as each maker's careful preservation of
tradition. Much of my appreciation, however, came from my
personal interest in stitchery and the information I was able to glean

by speaking with the participants. I was left wanting by the shortage

of either original designs or innovative explorations of colour, but
the lack of relevant information about the works was, without a
doubt, the biggest disappointment.

Holly Hildebrand is a North Battleford fabric artist and Assistant Curator

at the Allen Sapp Gallery. where she develops and teaches educational
programs related to her interests,

For more information about the Saskatchewan Embroiderers' Guild,
please contact Amy Rowswell, Box 563, Cur Knife, SK SOM ONO, Ph.
(306) 445-9702. For information about craft guilds in your area, contact

.Saskatche.van Craft Council, 813 Broadway Avenue, Saskatoon, S7N
1115. Ph. (306) 653-3616, fax (306) 244-2711,

IN THE GALLERY
( * revised dates)

"MADE FOR A CAUSE"
Touring exhibition curated by Sandra Flood

December 2, 1994, to January 15. 1995 *

Opening Reception: Friday. December 9, 7 to 9 PM

SUSAN CLARK
"One-of-a-Kind Garments"

An exhibition of hand-dyed textiles

January 20 to March 5, 1995 *

KAIJA SANELMA HARRIS
"Veiled Images"

An exhibition of woven quilts

March 10 to April 18. 1995 *

GALLERY CLOSED
"Dimensions '95" Jurying

April 19 to 25, 1995

SCC TOURING EXHIBITIONS
(partial listing)

"MADE FOR A CAUSE"
Curated by Sandra Flood

Organized by the Saskatchewan Craft Council

Saskatchewan Craft Gallery, Saskatoon, SK
December 2, 1994. to January 15, 1995

Biggar Museum & Gallery, Biggar, SK
January 27 to March I, 1995

"MADE FOR A CAUSE" (CONT.)

Allie Griffin Art Gallery, Weyburn, SK
March 13 to April 30. 1995

Little Gallery, Prince Albert, SK
June 5 to July 3, 1995

JOINT SCC/OSAC
TOURING EXHIBITION

"CRAFT COUNCIL HIGHLIGHTS Il"
Includes furniture by Jamie Russell.

tapestries by Annabel Taylor. quilts by Lynn Underwood.

and clay works by Ardin Howard

Redvers Art Centre, Redvers, SK
December I to 23, 1994

Wadena Public Library, VVadena, SK
January I to 23, 1995

Melfort Leisure Centre, Melfort, SK
February I to 23, 1995

Estevan National Exhibition Centre, Estevan, SK
March I to 23, 1995

Allie Griffin Art Gallery, Weyburn, SK
April I to 23, 1995

Biggar Museum & Gallery, Biggar, SK
May I to 23, 1995
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